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KLEIN PRECISION SCREWDRIVER
40-PIECE SET
#10255

BITS INCLUDED

This 40-piece precision screwdriver set includes 38 heat-treated
industrial strength bits for various electrical and precision
applications. This set is perfect for work on electrical terminals
like thermostats, as well as circuit boards, hard drives, computers,
TV’s, and other electrical devices. The driver itself contains a
reversible barrel that has standard and extended reach ends. The
powerful magnets inside the barrel help to retain bits as well as
pick up and hold fasteners. A spin cap offers precise control. The
compact carrying case features a stay-shut latch and extra-long
bits for easier access.
 5 Phillips Bits - #000, #00, #0, #1, #2
 6 Slotted Bits - 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm, 2.5 mm, 3 mm, 3.5 mm
 8 Hex Bits - 0.9 mm, 1.3 mm, 1.5 mm, Tamperproof: 2 mm,

2.5 mm, 3 mm, 3.5 mm

 9 Torx Bits - T3, T4, Tamperproof: T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T15
 2 Triangle Bits - #2, #3
 2 Pentalope Bits - P2, P5
 3 Tri-Wing Bits - Y00, Y0, Y1
 2 Spanner Bits - #4, #6
 1 Stand Off Bit

SCAN QR CODE FOR
PRODUCT VIDEO

PLUGALL TEST & SEAL PLUG
1-1/2 - 2 IN
#11416

The PlugAll is a test and seal plug that is engineered to fit on
threaded and unthreaded applications. This innovative mechanical
test plug is made to fit 1-1/2" to 2” pipes. Insert the PlugAll into a
pipe and hand tighten.
 Fits 1-1/2" and 2" pipes
 Use with or without threads
 No tools required; can be hand tightened

Ph: 800-448-6710
Fax: 800-700-2378

For the month of January, Best donated to
The Fresh Air Fund.

best featured ITEMS
Best Super Reach Oiler

#97924

Applications: This multi-purpose lubricant contains a
special blend of non-detergent oils, and is perfect for
lubricating pumps, circulators, hinges, oil burners, electric
motors, and more! The E-Z Reach Tube is great for getting
the oiler into tight areas. pg. 6-80

Did You Know
Best Carries ...

Sharkbite 1/2" & 3/4" Brass Fitting
Assortment
#70236

Active Ingredients: Distillates (Petroleum) Hydrotreated
Heavy Naphthenic
SCAN QR CODE
FOR SDS

Multi-Use Faucet Aerator Key Tool

#14710

This master assortment kit contains 22 SharkBite
Lead-Free Fittings for 1/2" and 3/4" including
Endstops, Elbows, Tees, Straights, and Reducers.
This kit also contains Disconnect Tongs and
Clips and a Safe Seal Depth Gauge. pg. 2-16

1/2 Push X 3/4 MHT 10”
Sillcock Anti-Siphon Frost Free
#76754
Protect valves from freezing conditions
and from potential back pressure and
contaminated water flowing back into
the mainline. These sillcocks have an
integrated 1/2" push-to-connect inlet
that is compatible with PEX, copper,
CPVC, PE-RT, and HDPE pipes and a
3/4" garden hose outlet. pg. 7-66

A majority of new faucets require an aerator key to remove the aerator.
This multi-purpose tool contains multiple keys for all sized aerator and
flow control devices including Tiny Junior, Tom Thumb, Junior, and
Standard. It also has an Aerator Wrench for non abrasive removal.

 Integrated vacuum breaker
 Approved for behind-the-wall

pg. 10-11

applications

 Durable

metal construction
 Fits most faucet brands
 Rubber coat around the wrench prevents scratches or damage
during aerator removal or installation

Strongarm Universal Tank Lever

 No special tools, crimping, glue, or

soldering required
 Can be installed in wet lines
 Can be rotated for easier installation
 8”, 12”, 15” and 18” sizes also available

#53317

The Korky Tank Lever is designed to fit most toilets, and is optimized for
use with both 2” & 3” flappers, along with canister-style flush valves. pg. 5-19
 Fits

all tank positions: front, side, angle, and down
 Fits most popular brands: American Standard®, Kohler®, TOTO®, & more
 Made in the USA

0222

Includes: (1) Chrome Handle | (1) Tank Lever Arm | (2) Locking Clips
(1) Stainless Steel Lanyard Hook

Email: info@BestPlumbingOnline.com

WE CARRY GAUGES!

Are you in need of a temperature and/or
pressure gauge? We can provide the right
gauge for you no matter the size, connection,
material, application, or range you need.
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